Abstract -This paper reports on topic extraction in Japanese broadcast-news speech. We studied, using continuous speech recognition, the extraction of several topic-words from broadcast-news. A combination of multiple topic-words represents the content of the news. This is more detailed and more flexible than a single word or a single category. A topic-extraction model shows the degree o f relevance between each topic-word and each word in the articles. For all walrds in a n article, topic-words which have high total relevance score are extracted from the article. We trained the topic-extraction model with five years of newspapers, using the frequency of topic-words taken from headlines and words in articles. The degree of relevance between topic-words and words in articles is calculated on the basis o f statistical measures, i.e., mutual information or the X*-value. In topic-extraction experiments for recognized broadcast-news speech, we extracted five topic-words using a X2-based model and found that 75% of them agreed with topic-words chosen by subjects.
Introduction
Recent advances in digital technology make it possible to store a large amount of speech data. In order to use such a large amount of data effectively as 'information', classifying and indexing are essential. Particularly, in order to classifjl or retrieve speech data without playing it back, automatic topic identification (TID) of speech data is needed. In the TID of conversational speech or news speech, keyword spotting methods are commonly used with selected discriminative keywords [ [7] , they classify speech data into at most ten categories or topics. There are not so many application areas for data classified into such a limited number of categories. Even with a large number of categories, the classification is not usable unless it matches the users' ideas.
What we attempt to extract fkom news speech is a set of topic-words. A combination of several topic-words represents the content of the news. This is more detailed than a single word or a single category [SI. A topic-extraction model shows the relation (degree of relevance) between each topic-word and each word in the articles. For all words in an article, relevance scores to each topic-word are summed up. Then topic-words with high total relevance scores are extracted. We trained the topic-extraction model with five years of newspapers, using the frequency of topic-words taken from headlines and words in articles. We dealt with not all the words in the news article but content-words such as nouns and verbs, which contain more semantic information than other words fiom the point of view of information retrieval. Topic-words and words in articles are separate sets, therefore we can extract topic-words that have high relevance to the article whether they are in the article or not.
Topic Extraction

Topic-Extraction Model
Statistical measures that indicate the probability or the fiequency of appearance of words in article, for a given topic-word can be calculated from a large amount of data, i.e., many articles and their topic-words. We calculated a relevance score based on two such measures in this study. One is mutual information, defined as the degree of dependence between random variables. It shows high value when the mutual dependence of a topic-word and a word in article is strong. The other measure is the %'-value in the X2-test, which represents the degree of a gap between a topic-word and an article-word. A high value shows that the word appears biasedly according to topic-words, or it appears to a particular topic-word.
The mutual information based method The mutual information based relevance score between word wi and topic-word t, is expressed as
If there is no concurrence of word w , and topic-word t, in training data, P(w,,t,) = 0 and this arises a problem in summing up scores. Then we consider that no information is obtained when no concurrence is observed. The mutual information is set to 0 under this condition as z(wi;tj), if(p(wi,tj
Mutual information is a measure based on conditional probability, and fiequencies of word w, and topic-word t, are not considered. We also consider a relevance score based on the mutual information weighted with a joint probability as
The x2-value based method The %*-value based relevance score between word w, and topic-word t, is expressed as where J;, is the fi-equency of word w, appearing in a news item with lopic-word tl , and el is the theoretical frequency of word w, , i.e., when it appears with equal probabilities for all topic-words. It is given by
where N is a distinct number of words and M is a distinct number of topicwords. If the gap between the actual frequency and the theoretical frequency, i.e., if J;, -ql is positive and big, the word should tend to appear with the topic-word.
However, eq. (4) yields the same value when A, -el is either positive or negative.
Then we calculate the y2-value based relevance score as considering the sign of Aj -Fj.
Training Data
The topic-extraction model contains all relevance scores between each word in the content and each topic-word. We trained the topic-extraction model with newspaper articles and headlines extending back about five years fi-orxi January 1990 to September 1994. It contains about 900k news articles. Japanese sentences have no spaces between words, so we segmented the articles and the headllines into words with a morphological analyzer. Words in headlines were trained as topicwords. To reduce the enormous number of combinations of words and topicwords, we didn't use infrequently appearing words and function words. In the end, the distinct number of topic-words was about 70k.
Topic Extraction Method
Topic-words are extracted from news articles on the basis of relevance scores between topic-words and articles. The relevance score Raj between topic-word ti and article a is calculated as k=l where Na is the number of words in the article between a topic-word and a word in an article. s (7) a and r is the relevance score is a weighting factor for a word and we calculated with s = 1 in these experiments. For each article, topic-words with high relevance scores are extracted in order of their score.
Speech Data
The broadcast-news speech was segmented into sentences for evaluation. The evaluation data set were 29 articles which had 142 utterances. An article had fiom 2 to 14 utterances and an average of 5 utterances. The data sets consisted of utterances of 15 male speakers: 8 anchor speakers and 7 other speakers. The speech contained spontaneous speech phenomena, such as 'uh' at the beginning of a sentence or the correction of slips and also included background noise or music.
Topic Data
We transcribed the evaluation speech data and gave topic-words to each transcribed article. We were aiming at extracting topics that match the users' ideas well. We asked three subjects to give topic-words to use as keys for retrieving the article and evaluated extracted topics with them. Each of the subjects was instructed to give more than 4 and an average of 10 topic-words to each article. We made two evaluation topic sets, an AND set, which contains any topic-words that all the subjects gave in common, and an OR set, which contains all topic-words that at least one subject gave. We segmented given topic-words into morphemes with a morphological analyzer for the evaluation. The average number of the morphemes per article was 10.4 for the AND set and 35.7 for the OR set.
E x p e~i m e~t s 4.1 Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition
Our large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) system has context-dependent phoneme HMMs and statistical n-gram language models [9] [10]. The phoneme HMMs are triphone models designed using tree-based clustering [ 1 11. They were trained with phonetically-balanced sentences and dialogue read by 53 male speakers. The total number of utterances was 13,270 and the total volume of training data was approximately 20 hours. The n-gram language models were trained using broadcast-news manuscripts extending over five years, which had about 500k sentences, or 24M words. We estimated unseen n-gram probabilities using Katz's back-off smoothing method [ 121. The vocabulary size of the system was 20k. Table 1 shows the test-set perplexity and LVCSR results for the above-mentioned testing data. The improvement of recognition performance with the trigram language model is rather small because of insufficiency of training data. Figure 1 shows the results of fifly topic-words extracted fiom transcribed news speech, which were evaluated with the OR set. Recall and precision are defined as n Recall = -. L 100
Topic Extraction Experiments
where C is the number of correct topic-words retrieved, T is the total number of topic-words in the evaluation topic sets, and H is the total number of topic-words retrieved. Recall and precision tend to have a trade-off relation, and achieving high recall and high precision, i.e., the upper-right region in the charts, is required for an information retrieval system. In Fig. 1 Although the mutual information method that was weighted with joint probability [wMI: eq. (3)] achieved better results than the MI method, it was still worse than CHI. The topic-words extracted by the wMI method are rather general and such general topic-words don't match given topic-words well. Then we applied the topic extraction models based on xz-value to speech recognition results. Figure 2 shows topic extraction results for recognized news speech (tg), evaluated with both the AND and the OR evaluation sets. Results for transcription (txt) are also shown for comparison. The performance fcr speechrecognition results is inferior to that for transcription because of recogniticm error.
For information retrieval with keywords, using five keywords is rcasonable. We extracted five topic-words, or five plot symbols fiom the upper-left of a line graph in the charts, and evaluated them with the OR set. 86% precision for transcription and 75% for recognition results were obtained. The given topic-words vary according to the subjects. The overlapping rate of the topic-words given by two subjects is 74 % on average. That is to say, picking up five topic-words h m a subject's topic, they will have about seventy-percent precision for another subject's topic. Therefore 75% precision is applicable for practical use. We reported topic extraction from broadcast news speech, based on continuous speech recognition. We proposed topic-extraction models that have mutual information or the X2-value as the degree of relevance between topic-words and words in news articles. For each article, topic-words that have high relevance score for the words in the article are extracted. In our experiments the %'-value based topic-extraction model achieved better performance than the mutual information based model. Extracting five topic-words using a topic extraction model based on the %'-value, 75% precision was obtained for speech-recognized news speech. The precision is practically applicable, since it is almost the same as the overlap rate of topic-words given by each subject. But the results are inferior to riesults for transcribed news speech; therefore, robustness to recognition error is need1:d for the topic extraction models.
